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Overview

• Reasons for a stay abroad
• Partner institutions of the University of Stuttgart
• Options for a stay abroad
• Planning for a stay abroad
• Timing for a stay abroad
• Financing a stay abroad
• Application deadlines of the exchange programs
• Support by the International Office
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Reasons for a stay abroad

• Education and advanced training

• Language skills

• Career / professional network

• Making new friends / private network

• Inspiration and adventure
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Regions and partner institutions

Europe

- Erasmus+ Program: 240 partner institutions in 29 countries
- Erasmus+ Scholarship: 330,- to 450,- EUR/Month + Green top-up (50,- EUR) and possibility of Social top-up (250,- EUR/Month)
- Language requirements:
  - B1/B2 in your language of instruction
  - For studies in English B2/C1
33 partner institutions in China, Japan, Korea, Russia, Singapore, Thailand, Taiwan

Language requirements:
- English B2/C1 (DAAD language certificate)
- For Japan and Russia: English + Japanese or Russian A1 (DAAD language certificate)
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Regions and partner institutions

Australia

- 9 partner institutions in 7 cities, incl. Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth
- Language requirements:
  - English B2/C1 (DAAD language certificate)
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Regions and partner institutions

South Africa

- Stellenbosch University
- Language requirements:
  - English B2/C1 (DAAD language certificate)
Latin America

- 25 partner institutions in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Panamá, Perú

- Language requirements:
  - Spanish or Portuguese B1 (DAAD language certificate)
USA & Canada

- 12 partner institutions in the US
- 3 partner institutions in Canada
- 6 State-to-state Programs
- Very early application deadline (1 - 1.5 years before mobility)
- Language requirements:
  - English B2/C1 (TOEFL)
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Options for a stay abroad

- **Departmental level**: e.g. Erasmus+ exchange program (1 – 2 semesters), Bachelor / Master / Research / Study thesis
- **Institutional level**: Overseas exchange programs (1 - 2 semesters)
- **Freemover mobility**: Visiting / guest student abroad (self-organized, non-degree seeking) funding: e.g. DAAD programs, Fulbright program (USA)
- **Internship**: self-organized funding: e.g. Erasmus+, DAAD-PROMOS, DAAD-RISE
- **Short-term mobility**: e.g. Internship, Summer / Winter Schools, Language courses, Blended Mobilities, Voluntary work (e.g. AIESEC)
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Planning of a stay abroad

Start your planning 12 – 18 months before your stay abroad – depending on region / host country. Think about:

- Timing
- Region / host country
- Language skills
- Financing
- Application deadlines and documents
- Organisational matters (e.g. visa, accommodation)
- Recognition of study achievements abroad
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Timing of a stay abroad

- **Bachelor** – depending on region / host country, after completing your orientation exams
- **Master** – possible from the 1st semester

You can obtain recommendations for your study program from your program manager, academic counselor or Erasmus+ departmental coordinator.
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Financing of a stay abroad

**Tuition fees**
Financing / Remission, e.g.:
- Erasmus exchange program
- Overseas exchange programs of the University of Stuttgart
- DAAD Annual Scholarship
- Fulbright program (USA)
- Auslands-BAföG

**Cost of living**
Financing, e.g.:
- Erasmus exchange program
- Baden-Württemberg-STIPENDIUM
- PROMOS Scholarship
- DAAD scholarships
- Fulbright program (USA)
- Auslands-BAföG
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Application deadlines of the exchange programs for 2022-2023

Study Abroad in Autumn 2022
- Asia, Australia, Russia, South Africa: 01.12.2021
- Europe/Erasmus+: 15.01.2022
- Canada/USA: 01.02.2022 (Remaining places)
- Latin America: 01.02.2022

Study abroad in Spring 2023
- Europe/Erasmus+: 15.01.2022
- Canada/USA: 01.02.2022 (Remaining places)
- Asia, Australia, Latin America, Russia, South Africa: 01.07.2022

Study Abroad in Autumn 2023
- Canada/USA: 15.10.2022
- Asia, Australia, Russia, South Africa: 01.12.2022
- Europe/Erasmus+: 15.01.2023
- Latin America: 01.02.2023
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Support by the International Office

1. **Step** - Information on the website of the International Office:
   www.student.uni-stuttgart.de/auslandsstudium/

   International Centre (IZ)
   Campus Vaihingen
   Pfaffenwaldring 60
   70569 Stuttgart

   Virtual consultation hours
   Mon + Wed 10:00 - 12:00 via **Webex**

2. **Step** - Group consultation, dates and registration online:
   www.student.uni-stuttgart.de/auslandsstudium/gruppenberatung/

   Erasmus+ info sessions in English on 24 November and 20 December!
Vielen Dank!

Dezernat Internationales – International Office

E-Mail auslandsstudium@ia.uni-stuttgart.de
Telefon +49 (0) 711 685-68567
Fax +49 (0) 711 685-68600

Universität Stuttgart
Internationales Zentrum - International Centre
Campus Vaihingen
Pfaffenwaldring 60, D-70569 Stuttgart